This paper describes a system of representation of nouns denoting portions, segments and relative quantities of entities, in order to account for this case of part-whole relationship. The semantics of both constructions denoting portions aad nouns used to build them arc discussed and eventually formalised in a unification-based formalism (LKB-IA~L) in terms of Pustciovsky's Theory of Qualia and Jackendoff's Conceptual Semantics.
Introduction and Motivation
Processes of inference of meaning concerning partwhole relations can be drawn from a lexicon bearing meronymic links between words (ef. [WAI~881) e.g. component-whole links (hand-arm), membercollection (tree-forest) and so. The case of portions, segments and relalivc quantities of objects or substances (slices, lumps, buckets, spoon.rids, grains, tops or tips of things) is the exception, since this is a relation which is encoded in the language by means of constructions. Coutrm'y to that which some authors posit ([CIIAS8], [WIN87] ), it doesn't seem to be a productive linguistic gencr~disation to set in a lexicon some part-of link between slice and cake. In any case, such relalion would exist between cake and slice of cake -namely, the part-of relalion shouhl stand between slice and any sliceable thing.
Generally speaking, the relation portion may be charactcriscd, semantically, in Ihat lhe whole preexists the part and the part retains most of the properties of lhe whole ([IRI88]), and, syntactically, as surfacing in <X of NP> structures, being potentially <X> an apparently heterogeneous collection of words which, henceforlh, billowing [CO1×)2] We will refer to ~ts Partitive Nouns (l'Ns). On Ihc other hand, portions denoted by such constructions differ from their wholes in some aspects, basically iudividuation, quantity, process of bringing about, and shalx:. Such properties, since they are present in <X of NI~ but they were not in <N1)>, are assumed to be carried to the coustruclion by the noun (<X>). I 'll try to show here Ihat it is plausible to give a glob~d account of such heterogeneous set of words, since they bear a range of common and distinctive linguistic features, and 1'11 try to provide a representation feasible for NLP which account both for PNs as a general class and for the homogeneous subclasses which wilhin them could be distinguished and defined 1.
Framework
We assume some general familiarity with the framework Wc work within: LKB-I,Pd~ ([CO1×32]) as a formalism of computational representation, The Geueralive Lexicon ([P[ 1S95 I) as a theoretical ground lbr the fonmdisatiou of lexical signs, and Conceptual Semantics ( [JAC91] ) for the conceptualisation of parts and Ixmndaries of entities.
LKB-I~RL is an IIPSG-liko formalism based on typed feature structures ( [CAR92] ) developed within the Acquilex Project which makes use of unification and mechanisms of defaull inheritance. There are four basic levels of representation: ()RTII, CAT, SEM and RQS. CAT encodes syntax using a eategorial grammar approach, so there are simple (e.g. noun: N) and complex (e.g. adjective: N/N) categories. It is to be noticed that in complex categories the active element is not a category but a lexical sign, in a way that selective restrictions may be set at this level by specifying the semantic type or other features of the selected sign. SEM encodes logic,'d semantics, RQS is basically equivalent to Pustejovsky's Qualia SlruCltlre (henceforth QUAI,IA).
The Theory of Qualia is embedded in that of the Generative Lexicon and has as a basic aim lo improve compositionalily by endowing lexical signs with a rich internal structure which accounls for different facets of human knowledge about lexical-semantic content, in a way that, iu many cases, it allows for avoiding listing separate entries to account for lexic~d polysemy. [PUS95] posits the lexical entry to be constituted by four stn~ctures: Fveut, Argument, Lcxical-lnheritauce and QUALIA. The latter consists of lout Quales: Agentivc (origin or 'bringing ~d×mt' of objects), Telic (purpose and function), Formal (Ihat which distinguishes it withiu a larger domain: magnitude, shape, dimcusionality) and Constitutive (relation between au object and its constituents or [ ]'his work has been dcvelopped for Spanish. Notwithstanding, for case of exposition, 1'11 exemplify the discussion by means of examples of English -when possible. In any case, for what concerns us here, Spanish and English are, hoth semantically and structurally, strongly comparable -the kernel <PN of NP> comes out in Spanish as a literal translation, <I)N de NP>.
proper parts).
[JAC91] posits that speakers tmderstand and schematise a range of phenomcua such as mass-cotHlt distinction, plurality, parlilive conslruclions and boundary words in terms of clementmy conceptual features such as dimension~dity, idealised boundm'ies and internal structure, lie introduces features [ 
Portions and Partitive Nouns
A portion designs a bounded region within a domain ([I.AN91]), hence tile pollion is an individuated entity (even in tile case tile whole be a substance or m,'t,;s). The syntactic effect is that, as pointed out in [VOS94] , the construction which dcnolcs the portion is syntactically countable.
A portion, an individuated (bounded), object has a shape different from thai of the whole. This information is contribuled to tile conslruclion by tile PN. There are PNs which clearly specify shape (ROI)AJA, lunzp) while others underspecify il (fragment). Ill many cases, PNs, as acljectives do, predicale properties of the portion, specially shape (tile translation of Spanish RODAJA must be lhe paraphrase round slice; a lath of anything is saliently elongated) or size, but also thickness, consislency or others (as in the c;me of MI);NDRUGO, equivalent to portion (of bread) except for lhe fact that entails that Ihe bread is not fi'esh bul stale).
A portion always conveys a measure wilh relation to tile total magnitude of tile whole. 
its ftdl extension in all conceivable worlds).
A portion has been oblained by a diflbrent process lhan the whole: a cake has been obtained by baking it, but a slice o1' cake by cutting it off tile cake. The meaning of portions is many times tightly related to such agenlive process -if one has obtained 'slices' it necessarily has been by culling somelhing; there even exists the verb to slice. As entails assuming that it has undergone a dcrivation~d 'grinding' rule which converts countable individuals in masses. Nevertheless, a round-slice of lemon is always a slice of some individual lemon, not a special measure of substance which some time in the past was 'lemon'. In any case, if a 'lemon' weren't an individuated and bounded thing, it couldn't be sliced and tile shape of tile portion wouldn't depend on that of the whole. The confusing point is that I,IMON in tile example, RODAJA DI: LIMON, surfaces grammatically as substances usually do -namely, zerodelermined. Bul zero-detcrlninalion is not exclusively a ressource to refer to substances, it is the way of expressing cumulative rclcrence. Both individuals and substances may be refered to cumulatively, that is, bc construed as an indiffercntiated ~unassment. This surfaces in the language as a zero-determiner plus tile noun in singular in the case of substances (a glass of wine), and either in singular or plural in the case of individuals (a slice of lemon, a basket of lemons).
St), in our poinl of view PNs lipically select the nOllll of the whole as it surfaces when conSll'uing cumulative reference -bul this doesn't compulsorily enlails neither lhe referent is a substance nor it is refcred to by lliOallS of a lll}lSS llOHll, ht lhe case of individuals, referenls still are bounded things, hence both they can be sliced and the shape of lheir portions still can depend on that of the original whole. We can't go further with Ihe issue here but, at last, what the discussion above stands for is that human conceptualisation is c(mside,'ed as Ihe cause, and the mass-count distinction, as tb.e surface effect.
PNs A basic linguistic t'ealllre of PNs is lhal they, as relational predicates, bear seleclional restrictions. Namely, each kind at: PN Call combine with cerlain relercatial llOtlllS but Call 11o1 combine wilh others, depending on ccrlain fcaltlrcs of tile refcrelllial tlOUXl. These fealures are nlostly linguistic (type, countabilily, singular or plural) bul also can depend on knowledge of the world (physical slale, etc.). We hypothesise that, in general, distinctions belween classes of PNs contcerning selectional restrictions must be due to linguistic reasons, while further specifications within each class would be due to properties of the referent, l:,.g., it could be asstlmed that containers (CUlrV, baskets) select [-BN items (substances and plurals), and more specifically, cttps select liquids and baskets non-liquids.
Sorts of PNs
We are not committed here to represent individuation of groups (temn, committee) or aggregates (cattle, fimfiture), ha our background ontology, which is inlended to represent things in the world as conceplualised by humans (rigA), these conslilute a different class since, in this class of words, speakers' conceptualisalion focuses not on the elemenl entities but in their aggregation, l'lurals are considered as representing an aggregation (Iherefore a -B+t concept) of bounded things (therefore cithcr individuals or groups) by means of a derivative (lexical) rule applied on signs denoting those elements ( fig.2 ) -e.g. cow --> cows, team --> teams; but gold,callle --> *golds/*callles). With respect to shape, it has to be noticed that while that of ELT and MDLD is inherent to the portion itself (in ELT because the porlion pre-existed as an individual; in MDLD because the whole was an mnorphous mass and it is tile process of portioning what has bounded the new thing), in BOUND and DTCIID shape is somehow relative to the whole. This way, a RODAJA is round because it is a cross-cut of either approximately-spherical (lemon)or cylindrical (sausage) objects; a slice of bread will be elliptic or square depending oil whether the 'bread' is the classical lo~ff or tile modem ixflyhedfic-shapcd one; top of a box will show identic~d behaviour.
Boundaries (BOUND) (the tip of the tongue, the su(~we of the sea, the top of a box
Something similar happens with relative quantification. While the measure conveyed by CONT, ELT and MI)LD is absolute, that of BOUND and DTCttl) is relative: a top of a box or a slice of bread will be bigger or smaller depending on tile magnitude of the box or the loaf of bread.
Composition

Representation
To represent PNs in the LKB we have made some interpretations for FORMAL aud CONST Quales of the QUALIA.
We assume that the minimal and most basic FORMAL distinction among entities (as conceptualised by speakers) is that of their bouudedness or not in terms of [JAC91] . Therefore, this Quale will be a~signed to one of both types (or a coherent subtype). Similarly, the miuimal constitutive distinction to be done is assumed to be that of entaihnent or not about internal structure of In this way, selectional restrictions of PNs will be basically defined as selection of signs hearing appropriate types lot their FORMAL mid CONST Quales.
As defined ill [PUS951, SltAPE ~md magnitude (MAGN) are features of the FORMAL Role. Their values cml be, as discussed above, either absolute or relative, depending on tile kind of portion. In the latter cases, SIIAPE and MAGN of portions will be a function of file corresponding values of file QUALIA of tile whole 2. This interpretation of the MAGN feature accounts for the nature of relative quantifiers of PNs.
At their turn, [+I] CONSTs be~ the feature ELTS e.g. riee:QUALIA:CONST:ELTS:grain.
(vid. []ACgll, ,also [CO1×)21).
[PUS95] (assuming [VIK94] interpretation) attributes the CONST Role the function of representing the predicative relation Part-Of. Coherently, we assume CONST as encoding a relational predicate R(x,y), being R a type taxonomically daughter of Part-Of. In the default case, R will be 'Portion' and in more fine-grained cases, a daughter type of it -e.g. 'Slice'.
The Logical Semantics of PNs (SEM) will account for their both pm'titive and relational nature by adopting as predicate-,'ugulnent structure that of their CONST Role. For the sake of unification, in the LKB, SEM will be the conjunction of this predicate and the SEM value of the sign deuoting the whole. qhis way (vid. fig.3 ), that of 'slice of cake' will result in SLICE( Moreover, CAT bears the feature COUNT slaildiug, as well for ease of exposition, for the range of (surface) gramlnalical belmviour of lexical signs usually refened to as couulability/uncounlability (see discussiou alxwe). What is more remarkable in MDLD PNs ( fig.7 ) it that the CONST type of the whole (thelelore its value for CONST:I{LTS) is iuherited by the portion -e.g., if 'sugm + 'is [+1] and consists of grains, a lump of sugar so; if 'paper 'has no entailment about internal structure, a sheet of paper has not either. MAGN is absolute (i.e., not related to that of the whole, since that is l-B]; e.g., in broad outline, ',all the sugm'/paper of the world'). SHAPE is assumed to be schematic (vid. §4).
SIIAPE and MAGN of ELT portions ( fig.8 ) me also nou-relative. These PNs select [+I] eutities, usually substances ('wheat', 'rice') but also possibly individuals ('lelnou', as conventioualised in Spanish as internally-structured in GAJOS). The value for CONST:ELTS of the whole will be the CONST predicate of the portion, titus its SEM predicate -e.g. 
Concluding Remarks
In lhis paper we presented a system of representation of relational nouns denoting per'lions, segments and relative quanlities of entities according Io the Theory of Qualia ([PUS95]), which has been parlially reinterpreted and adapted to the insights of Conceptmd Semantics ( [JAC91] ). This syslem accounts for a range of linguistic facts, being the most remm'kable the following: 1. Portions m'e mainly encoded in the language by means of constructions inslead of by single lexical units 2. Portions are both bounded entities aml relative measures of the wholes of reference 3. Portions inherit li'om their wholes their purpose or function, but, on the contrary, they show distinctive shape, mafimlude and origin
